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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Mark Schiffman  
Senior Investigator, NCI, NIH, USA  
 
In the past years, I have received research reagents or test results 
at no cost from Qiagen and Roche for research on HPV testing. 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Jul-2013 

 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS I found the results to be difficult to follow in places, and had to read 
sections of the paper several times to understand. In part, this has to 
do with the difficult subject matter. This is analysis of real-life 
experience, not a simple trial. 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a real-life comparative effectiveness analysis in the 

Norwegian screening program of 3 different HPV assays, as used 

with cytology to triage inconclusive initial cytology (ASC-US, LSIL, or 

inadequate Pap tests).  The major metric used to judge comparative 

effectiveness is the absolute (and relative) risks of CIN2+ over the 

subsequent 3 years, for the different HPV tests stratified by whether 

the concurrent (repeat) cytology was negative (including inadequate) 

or ASC-US/LSIL.  As a major finding, the effectiveness of the triage 

strategy varied depending on which HPV test was used.  The 

Proofer assay, due to lower longitudinal sensitivity, had decreased 

NPV and increased complement of the NPV (i.e., increased risk 

when negative). 

The abstract and significance statements, including the article focus, 

were difficult to understand before I read the paper itself, because as 

a US-based reviewer, I was not at all familiar with the Norwegian 

system or the salient research questions.  For me, the reason for 

combining inadequate Paps, ASC-US, and LSIL was not easily 

appreciated because each is quite distinct in the US setting.  We do 

not consider LSIL to be inconclusive; rather, we view it as cytologic 

evidence of HPV infection.  What percentage of LSIL is HR HPV 

DNA positive, compared with ASC-US, and inadequate Paps?  If 

LSIL has high HPV positivity, why is HPV DNA testing used to 

triage?   

What other countries follow this same management strategy of using 
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cytology and HPV cotesting at around 6 months to triage 

inadequate/ASC-US/LSIL?  And, which countries use Amplicor and 

Proofer?  Proofer is an unusual assay, as shown by its singular 

performance in the Predictors studies.  More about the general 

impact of the study could be added to the paper; the more countries 

that follow the same approach, the more important the paper is. 

In the significance sections, including the “key messages”, I was 

initially confused by the juxtaposition of high sensitivity for CIN2+ 

and excessive residual risk in women with ASC-US/LSIL who were 

triage-HPV-negative.  This group was hard-to-understand until I had 

read the paper.  Even after finishing the paper, I was left somewhat 

unclear about the authors’ views on what Norway and similar 

regions should do moving forward.  Are they recommending 

continuing with cotesting at 6 months, with use of a sensitive HPV 

test?  Is HC2 sensitive enough, or is an assay even more sensitive 

like Amplicor considered necessary?  It seems that they are arguing 

against the use of Proofer, although this is not explicitly stated. 

The authors distinguish short from long follow-up time, and state that 

short-term endpoints are inadequate, but these terms are not 

defined (do they mean 6 months vs. 3 years?).  More precise terms 

used early on would have helped. 

Introduction.  I am not convinced that HPV testing offers simpler 

screening schemes, when longitudinal combinations are considered. 

Methods.  From my US perspective, it was confusing to combine 

unsatisfactory repeat smears with negative. 

On page 11, I did not understand the assumption about risk of 

CIN2+ staying the same regardless of previous censoring. 

Results. 

In Table 1, p values might have helped to back up conclusions.  For 

example, median follow-up did appear to vary by repeat cytology. 

On page 13, why is there a switch to 2-year risk, in a single place? 

A sensitivity analysis restricted to CIN3+ is mentioned, but could 

more details be given?  I imagine that supporters of the use of 

Proofer might state that missing risk of CIN2 is not grave, and that 

many CIN2 lesions are regressive, particularly those found negative 

by Proofer. 

Discussion. 

Could the high risk of CIN2+ among women with repeat ASC-

US/LSIL and positive HPV reflect anything about the way cytology is 

read in Norway?  Is cytology specific rather than sensitive compared 

with other regions, meaning that repeat cytologic abnormality is 

indicative of substantial persistent abnormality? 

Management guidelines can grow very complex as we have seen in 
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the US?  What are the authors recommending, if they are 

suggesting that risk is too high in some cases to return women to 

routine screening? 

 

REVIEWER Mark E. Sherman, M.D.  
Chief, Breast and Gynecologic Cancer Research Group  
National Cancer Institute  
Bethesda, MD, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Jul-2013 

 

THE STUDY Difficult to compare data for different HPV tests unless certainty is 
provided regarding the comparability of the patients and that the 
methods were performed with comparable skill. This was not 
satisfied entirely here, so comparison of different assays is difficult. 
Similarly, it is unclear why some centers used one particular HPV 
test and not another. There could be potential biases. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS Comparatively little is said about existing literature on this topic and 
the Discussion notes that results differ from prior reports without 
providing an expanation. This could mean the prior data from studies 
are not "real world" or that there is something anomalous about the 
current data. It is notable that the study is presented as a 
prospective evaluation, but in reality the study is a registry analysis. 
The message is not entirely clear about what different test results 
mean. Important factors such as age and cancer risk and the 
possible biological heterogeneity of CIN2 histology are not 
discussed. The approach of combining ASC-US and LSIL is not 
justified in the current dataset nor is the combination of NILM and 
unsatisfactory validated. 

REPORTING & ETHICS Nyagard et al present an analysis of clinical data on cervical 
screening in Norway using repeated cervical cytology and three 
different HPV DNA tests to re-evaluate women with an initial 
cytologic results of ASC-US/LSIL or unsatisfactory. They conclude 
that some women with abnormal cytology and positive HPV tests 
remain at risk for the development of histologic CIN2+ and that HPV 
DNA tests (Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2) and Amplicor) are more 
sensitive than the RNA based Proofer assay.  
Major Points  
The study is described as a prospective follow-up study, but in 
reality it is simply an analysis of registry data.  
Combining ASC-US and LSIL without clear justification in the 
dataset may not be ideal and failure to look separately first may 
cause loss of information. To this reviewer, LSIL is not "inconclusive" 
as referred to in the text. In fact, most data clearly show that LSIL is 
associated with a high percentage of detection of oncogenic HPV 
DNA (~up to 70% or 80%). That is not inclusive; however, ASC-US 
is associated with a lower percentage of HPV detection. Agreed that 
once HPV testing is done, cytology of ASC-US vs. LSIL has less 
importance, although some data suggest that more cancers are 
associated with ASC-US.  
The statement under "what the study adds" that "HPV testing fails to 
detect women at risk" is too broad and arguably incorrect. HPV 
testing was highly sensitive even at 3 years of follow-up, but not 
perfect. The statement needs to stick to the facts rather than making 
sweeping generalizations. Certainly, the notion that HPV testing is 
not 100% sensitive does not add anything because we all know that 
there aren't any clinical tests that are 100% sensitive. The term short 
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follow-up is undefined. Similarly, a great deal is "already known" 
about the subject of HPV testing among women with ASC-US or 
LSIL, but none of this is stated in that paragraph.  
Under "article focus": what harms of HPV testing are presented?  
External validity of the study is limited to conventional cytology with 
separate HPV testing collection.  
Is it surprising that the ratio of CIN3 to CIN2 is so high? Is the 
percentage of women with cancer also unexpectedly high given the 
low rates of cancer in Norway generally reported?  
Why are NILM and unsatisfactory tests lumped? This does not seem 
correct.  
Comments are not offered as to whether there were biases related 
to who was tested with one of the HPV tests vs. the others and the 
data might imply some differences in risk of cancer precursors 
among the groups.  
This reviewer is struggling to understand main Results presented on 
page 12. Women present with ASC-US/LSIL cytology and then have 
a repeat cytology and HPV test. The text then describes repeat HPV 
testing and repeat cytology. Does that refer to a third cytology result 
and second HPV test? What are the units for incidence in the 
figures? What is time zero in the estimation of three year risk? Is it 
the time of the repeat cytology and first HPV test?  
The comparisons of HPV test performance are limited by the lack of 
double or triple testing in individual women and any sense of 
histological review and QA. We do not know, for example, if one 
HPV test was used in a group with a higher ratio of ASC-US:LSIL or 
in groups with different cofactors for HPV persistence and 
progression. Accordingly, it is difficult to compare test performances. 
The disparity in performance at 6 months vs. 3 years for Proofer vs. 
others could represent the test, the women or both. For example, it 
is clear that all CIN2 lesions are not created equal and a high 
percentage may regress spontaneously.  
The Discussion comment that repeat ASC-US/LSIL provides 
evidence of chronic HPV infection is disputable; there are women 
with repeat ASC-US secondary to factors unrelated to HPV (e.g. 
chronic unrecognized Candida, atrophic changes, etc.).  
The authors note that the detection of CIN2+ at 3 years was higher 
than reported previously among women with positive HPV tests or 
among women with ASC-US/LSIL cytology, but do not offer 
hypotheses to explain this difference.  
The Discussion makes comparative remarks about different HPV 
tests, without reassurances that the populations tested and 
laboratory performance for both HPV and cytology were similar 
across tests. While this conclusion is certainly plausible, especially 
based on data for three years of follow-up, rigorous proof is not 
provided.  
The authors do not address the possibility that missing an HPV other 
than 16 or 18 might present less immediate risk of progression to 
cancer within a few years and might be associated with regression. 
While some of this discussion is theoretical, it may be viewed as 
germane because delay in diagnosis of CIN2 may not pose a health 
risk. The issue of age is not addressed in the paper. In particular, 
missed CIN2 may mean very little among the youngest women in 
this study whose immediate cancer risk is quite low.  
Minor Points  
Abstract: does not state ages of participants, although this is highly 
relevant to analysis; 2) precision measurements (e.g. 95% CI are not 
presented); the conclusion is vague and not readily interpretable. 
The main conclusion is that HPV negative women with ASC-
US/LSIL cytology require follow-up and this somehow underscores 
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the need for comparative effectiveness studies in cervical screening. 
This seems like a bit of non sequitar and the phrase more intensive 
management in the conclusion is undefined.  
Under "strengths and limitations": underlines is misspelled (no s).  
Introduction: define server abnormalities.  
"ASCUS" is actually, "ASC-US", which is intended to distinguish the 
term from "ASC-H".  
What is a "tissue smear"?  
Page 10, 5 lines from bottom: the same calculation is referred to as 
a rate and as a proportion, although the term rate, which implies 
events per unit time, seems wrong.  
Page 10, 4 lines from bottom: define HPV group.  
This reviewer cannot follow the explanation of the statistics on page 
11.  
Table 1: provide ranges for ages, length of follow-up? Interquartile 
range? 

 

 

REVIEWER F Xavier Bosch  
ICO, BArcelona Spain  
no competing interests in this manuscript 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Oct-2013 

 

THE STUDY The information is fine as presented. 

GENERAL COMMENTS The manuscript could include a discussion on the rationale for 
lumping ASCUS ans LSIL  
and clarify if there was any detectable diference between the two 
diagnosis. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

On page 11 we write:  

“ The main results were presented for “ASC-US/LSIL” and “normal” repeat cytology, with the latter 

including NILM and unsatisfactory repeat cytology. The rationale to combine different cytological 

diagnostic entities stems from identical management guidelines for these patients and from the study 

objective, which was to observe outcome of tests used in “real life”. Supplementary table include 

results separated for ASC-US and LSIL. “  

 

Reviewer: Mark Schiffman Senior Investigator, NCI, NIH, USA  

“….For me, the reason for combining inadequate Paps, ASC-US, and LSIL was not easily appreciated 

because each is quite distinct in the US setting. We do not consider LSIL to be inconclusive; rather, 

we view it as cytologic evidence of HPV infection…”  

 

We apologize for the ambiguous use of the word “inconclusive”, which was meant to describe those 

women who, based on screening test, cannot be deemed as disease free or “requiring diagnostic 

work-out”. In this respect inadequate Paps, ASC-US, and LSIL were inconclusive. To avoid any 

confusion, we replaced the word “inconclusive” with “ASC-US, LSIL or unsatisfactory”.  

The rationale for combining ASC-US and LSIL is that patients with these low-grade lesions have 

identical follow-up. We present a real-life comparative effectiveness analysis, and focus, therefore, on 

the groups who have the same management recommendations. We do however, appreciate the 

academic interest in presenting LSIL and ASC-US separately, and that some countries may have 

separate guidelines for ASC-US and LSIL. Therefore, we presented the supplementary table with 

results separately for patients with ASC-US and LSIL diagnoses.  
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“….What percentage of LSIL is HR HPV DNA positive, compared with ASC-US, and inadequate 

Paps? … If LSIL has high HPV positivity, why is HPV DNA testing used to triage?...”  

 

Among women with ASC-US repeat cytology 46.9%, 57.6% and 24.3% tested positive by Amplicor, 

HC2 and Proofer at triage, respectively. Among women with LSIL repeat cytology 68.9%, 86.7% and 

45.4% tested positive by Amplicor, HC2 and Proofer at triage, respectively. This information is now 

provided in the Supplementary table. We emphasize that this study was designed to test the outcome 

of the existing guidelines in the Norwegian cervical cancer screening program and that it is clear that 

the HPV positivity rate in LSIL varies by HPV testing methodology.  

 

On page 20 we write:  

“However, residual risk for CIN2+ in repeat ASC-US/LSIL and triage-HPV-negatives was over 2%. 

Return of these women to the normal screening program is potentially unsafe which underlines the 

need for improved and more specific guidelines in Norway in management of women with ASC-US or 

LSIL repeat cytology .”  

 

“What other countries follow this same management strategy of using cytology and HPV cotesting at 

around 6 months to triage inadequate/ASC-US/LSIL? And, which countries use Amplicor and 

Proofer? Proofer is an unusual assay, as shown by its singular performance in the Predictors studies. 

More about the general impact of the study could be added to the paper; the more countries that 

follow the same approach, the more important the paper is”  

 

European guidelines recommend repeat cytology in triage of ASC-US and LSIL, and we assume that 

many countries comply [1]. We also assume also that many European countries perform HPV test at 

the time of repeat cytology. Many countries have not published the exact strategies used, but at least 

also in Denmark Proofer is used and HPV test is done at time of the repeate cytolology triage [2]. This 

is now cited.  

 

On page 20 we write:  

“Our findings have several important implications not only for the NCCSP, but also for other countries 

in Europe which follow similar guidelines and use same HPV detections methods, albeit Proofer may 

mostly be used in Scandinavia [2 3].”  

 

The authors distinguish short from long follow-up time, and state that short-term endpoints are 

inadequate, but these terms are not defined (do they mean 6 months vs. 3 years?). More precise 

terms used early on would have helped.  

 

On page 12 we specify this:  

“The Kaplan-Meier analysis was used for the cumulative incidence of CIN2+, CIN3+, first non-invasive 

and first invasive follow-up procedure, among HPV-positive and -negative women at 6 months as 

short-term follow-up and 3 years as long term follow-up. ”  

 

In the significance sections, including the “key messages”, I was initially confused by the juxtaposition 

of high sensitivity for CIN2+ and excessive residual risk in women with ASC-US/LSIL who were triage-

HPV-negative. This group was hard-to-understand until I had read the paper. Even after finishing the 

paper, I was left somewhat unclear about the authors’ views on what Norway and similar regions 

should do moving forward. Are they recommending continuing with cotesting at 6 months, with use of 

a sensitive HPV test? Is HC2 sensitive enough, or is an assay even more sensitive like Amplicor 

considered necessary? It seems that they are arguing against the use of Proofer, although this is not 

explicitly stated.  
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We have elaborated on this in the discussion:  

On page 20:  

“Triage-HPV DNA had a high sensitivity for CIN2+ among women with ASC-US/LSIL repeat cytology. 

However, residual risk for CIN2+ in repeat ASC-US/LSIL and triage-HPV-negatives was over 2%. 

Return of these women to the normal screening program is potentially unsafe which underline the 

need for improved and more specific guidelines in Norway in management of women with ASC-US or 

LSIL repeat cytology .”  

We have elaborated on this in the abstract:  

“While the long-term evaluation of new screening routines showed a good overall performance of 

triage-HPV DNA testing, the management of HPV-negative women with persistent ASC-US/LSIL was 

suboptimal.”  

Introduction. I am not convinced that HPV testing offers simpler screening schemes, when 

longitudinal combinations are considered.  

 

We rephrased this sentence on page 7:  

“HPV testing represents a new technology that can offer more effective screening schemes.”  

 

Methods. From my US perspective, it was confusing to combine unsatisfactory repeat smears with 

negative.  

We underline that this study was designed to test the outcome of the existing guidelines in the 

Norwegian cervical cancer screening program, where unsatisfactory and normal smears have similar 

follow-up. This is a US/European difference and we did not elaborate on this further.  

 

On page 11, I did not understand the assumption about risk of CIN2+ staying the same regardless of 

previous censoring.  

We elaborated this sentence further in the Method section, on page 12:  

Event history analysis was applied based on the following assumption about censoring: the short-term 

risk of CIN2+ occurrence during follow-up should remain the same for a given woman, regardless of 

any previous censoring, which ensures consistency of Kaplan-Meier estimates and is known as 

independent censoring in the literature on survival analysis[4].  

 

Results. In Table 1, p values might have helped to back up conclusions. For example, median follow-

up did appear to vary by repeat cytology.  

We agree with the reviewer that information regarding comparability of the HPV- groups will back up 

conclusions. We added p-values for age in the text, and included interquartile age range in the table.  

On page 13:  

“Patients with ASCUS/LSIL in Amplicor-group were slightly older, median age of 39 years compared 

to HC2- and Proofer-group where interquartile age range was 30-46 years, and median age 37 and 

38, respectively. When we compared the HPV DNA-group with the Proofer group, differences in 

median age were statistically not significant (P = 0.113). Median age of 42 years for Proofer-group in 

women with normal repeat cytology was slightly higher compared to 41 years in Amplicor- and HC2-

group, again, statistically not significant (P = 0.113).”  

Regarding follow-up time, we write on the page 13:  

“The median follow-up time between screening and triage was six months for all groups studied. “  

 

The mean follow-up time is now in detail presented on the figures 3A, 3C, 3E, 3G, where we provide 

information on both non-invasive and invasive follow-up by time, with p-values in the text.  

 

In the Results, on page 12:  

“Figure 3A shows a rapid increase in the number of biopsies taken shortly after positive triage-HPV 

DNA or Proofer tests, reaching about 85% in both groups at 3 years. About 95% of triage-HPV-
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positives, irrespective of method, had a follow-up cytology/HPV result in 3 years (P = 0.120) while 

64% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 88% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a follow-up cytology/HPV 

result (P < 0.000001); 12% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 19% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a 

biopsy (P < 0.00001) (Figure 3E).  

The proportion with biopsies was comparable between the two groups both for HPV-positive (P = 

0.779) and HPV-negative women (P = 0.581) (Figure 3C,G).”  

 

On page 13, why is there a switch to 2-year risk, in a single place?  

Two years follow-up was chosen because for this very specific group of women with ASC-US/LSIL 

repeat cytology, negative triage-HPV and follow-up cytology/HPV within 2.5 years, follow-up time 

started at the time point when the follow-up cytology/HPV was taken. In this supplementary analysis 

three years follow-up would collide with the recommended next screening round and would bias this 

estimate.  

 

A sensitivity analysis restricted to CIN3+ is mentioned, but could more details be given? I imagine that 

supporters of the use of Proofer might state that missing risk of CIN2 is not grave, and that many 

CIN2 lesions are regressive, particularly those found negative by Proofer.  

 

In the Results, on page 14 we write:  

 

“The triage- HPV detection rate for each HPV method remained largely unchanged when CIN3+ was 

used as end-point, and the 3-year risk of CIN3+ after negative triage-Amplicor, HC2 and Proofer was 

1.2%, 3% and 4.4%, respectively. “  

 

In the discussion, on the page 18 we write:  

 

“One can argue that CIN3+ as end-point should be preferred for CIN2+ as higher CIN2+ rates may 

reflect mostly self-limiting lesions. We observed lower 3-years risk for CIN3+ as compared to CIN2+ in 

HPV-negative ASC-US/LSIL for all HPV methods but the difference between Amplicor and Proofer 

remained, which would suggest inferior performance of Proofer also with CIN3+. ”  

 

Could the high risk of CIN2+ among women with repeat ASC-US/LSIL and positive HPV reflect 

anything about the way cytology is read in Norway? Is cytology specific rather than sensitive 

compared with other regions, meaning that repeat cytologic abnormality is indicative of substantial 

persistent abnormality?  

It is formally documented that there does exist US/Europe differences in this regard (we are citing a 

reference on this, reference 27 by Scott DR, Hagmar B, Maddox P, Hjerpe A, Dillner J, Cuzick J, 

Sherman ME, Stoler MH, Kurman RJ, Kiviat NB, Manos MM, Schiffman M: Use of human 

papillomavirus DNA testing to compare equivocal cervical cytologic interpretations in the United 

States, Scandinavia, and the United Kingdom. Cancer 2002, 96:14-20.)).  

 

In the Discussion, on page 17:  

 

“Observed differences cannot be explained only by different age profiles of study populations, nor 

variations in the criteria used by different laboratories to diagnose ASC- US and LSIL [5], which is 

certainly relevant in international comparisons [6]. Our population consists of women with cytological 

abnormalities persisting at 6 months, which can be compatible with persistent HPV infection and are, 

per se, a strong indicator for CIN2+.”  

 

Management guidelines can grow very complex as we have seen in the US? What are the authors 

recommending, if they are suggesting that risk is too high in some cases to return women to routine 

screening?  
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We have rephrased the conclusion in the abstract and in the discussion as shown above.  

 

 

Reviewer: Mark E. Sherman, M.D.Chief, Breast and Gynecologic, Cancer Research Group, National 

Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA  

 

Comparatively little is said about existing literature on this topic and the Discussion notes that results 

differ from prior reports without providing an expanation. This could mean the prior data from studies 

are not "real world" or that there is something anomalous about the current data. It is notable that the 

study is presented as a prospective evaluation, but in reality the study is a registry analysis. The 

message is not entirely clear about what different test results mean. Important factors such as age 

and cancer risk and the possible biological heterogeneity of CIN2 histology are not discussed.  

We have enhanced our discussion and compared our results with more studies.  

 

“…The approach of combining ASC-US and LSIL is not justified in the current dataset nor is the 

combination of NILM and unsatisfactory validated…”  

“….In fact, most data clearly show that LSIL is associated with a high percentage of detection of 

oncogenic HPV DNA (~up to 70% or 80%). That is not inclusive; however, ASC-US is associated with 

a lower percentage of HPV detection. Agreed that once HPV testing is done, cytology of ASC-US vs. 

LSIL has less importance, although some data suggest that more cancers are associated with ASC-

US…”  

The rationale behind combining ASC-US and LSIL stems from the fact that patients with these low-

grade lesions have identical follow-up. We present real-life comparative effectiveness analysis, and 

focus on the groups who have the same management recommendations. However, we appreciate the 

academic interest, as well as the fact that some countries have separate guidelines for ASC-US and 

LSIL. Therefore, we present in supplementary table results separately for patients with ASC-US and 

LSIL diagnoses.  

 

“….It is notable that the study is presented as a prospective evaluation, but in reality the study is a 

registry analysis. …The study is described as a prospective follow-up study, but in reality it is simply 

an analysis of registry data….”  

We respectfully disagree, particularly regarding the expression “simply register data”.. The Norwegian 

Cancer Registry is known for high quality data, which is comparable over time, complete, accurate 

and timely [7]. Several prospective follow-up studies on cervical cancer that have used the registry for 

follow-up have been performed, with high external validity as they refer to the entire Norwegian 

female population [8-11].  

“….The statement under "what the study adds" that "HPV testing fails to detect women at risk" is too 

broad and arguably incorrect. HPV testing was highly sensitive even at 3 years of follow-up, but not 

perfect. The statement needs to stick to the facts rather than making sweeping generalizations. 

Certainly, the notion that HPV testing is not 100% sensitive does not add anything because we all 

know that there aren't any clinical tests that are 100% sensitive. The term short follow-up is undefined. 

Similarly, a great deal is "already known" about the subject of HPV testing among women with ASC-

US or LSIL, but none of this is ….”  

We found that some current practises had problems in the real-life setting. This does not contradict 

previous work on HPV testing in the research setting, but indicates that comparative effectiveness 

research is required to ensure that the gains possible with HPV testing can indeed be realised in real-

life programs.  

We have changed the statement to read that “some of the currently used HPV testing methods fail to 

detect women at risk”. We certainly did not write that all HPV tests have problems and, indeed, the 

study provides evidence that some of them work fine.  

On page 4:  

“We show that the current practice on use of some HPV testing fails to detect women at risk.”  
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External validity of the study is limited to conventional cytology with separate HPV testing collection.  

In many European countries the majority of Pap-smears are conventional. This is therefore a 

comment reflecting US/Europe differences.  

Is it surprising that the ratio of CIN3 to CIN2 is so high? Is the percentage of women with cancer also 

unexpectedly high given the low rates of cancer in Norway generally reported?  

The ratio of CIN3 to CIN2 is the same as previously found in national statistics. . Cancer rates 

observed were also similar to those reported earlier [9].  

Why are NILM and unsatisfactory tests lumped?  

Patients with these diagnoses have identical follow-up. We present here real-life comparative 

effectiveness analysis, and focus therefore on the groups who have similar management 

recommendations.  

Comments are not offered as to whether there were biases related to who was tested with one of the 

HPV tests vs. the others and the data might imply some differences in risk of cancer precursors 

among the groups.  

 

In the Methods, page 9:  

 

“and as a result, different HPV methods has been used in different geographical areas in Norway..”  

 

We have inserted the discussion on this point: on page 16:  

 

“In Norway, it is predetermined by official tenders from the Regional Health Trust authorities,which 

type of test will be reimbursed. A doctor cannot make an individual judgment of which HPV 

methodology should be used, as the availability of the HPV detection methods that labs were obliged 

to use, had already been decided by the tender process. Therefore, allocation of HPV detection 

methods was independent and not motivated by presumed severity of the underlying CIN.”  

 

This reviewer is struggling to understand main Results presented on page 12. Women present with 

ASC-US/LSIL cytology and then have a repeat cytology and HPV test. The text then describes repeat 

HPV testing and repeat cytology. Does that refer to a third cytology result and second HPV test?  

Throughout the manuscript we now use the following wording consistently:  

i) screening cytology to refer to those cytology smears which are taken in the screening context;  

ii) repeat cytology to refer to the cytology smear which is taken after unsatisfactory, ASC-US and LSIL 

screening cytology  

ii) triage-HPV test to refer to the HPV test taken together with the repeat cytology after unsatisfactory, 

ASC-US and LSIL screening cytology  

For clarity, we added a new figure 1 with figure legend to illustrate and explain the Norwegian 

Screening program recommendations and the study design.  

 

What are the units for incidence in the figures?  

Cumulative incidences are presented as percentages as denoted at the top of the two panel columns. 

In the figure legend, we specified it explicitly.  

 

On page 29:  

“Y-axes refer to cumulative incidences as a percentage;”  

 

What is time zero in the estimation of three year risk? Is it the time of the repeat cytology and first 

HPV test?  

This was stated in the first sentence under the statistical analysis . “….Follow-up time started at the 

date of triage-HPV test and for all women the worst histologically confirmed lesion was identified: ….”  

We added figure 1 with figure legend to illustrate and clarify the Screening program recommendations 

and the study design.  
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The comparisons of HPV test performance are limited by the lack of double or triple testing in 

individual women and any sense of histological review and QA. We do not know, for example, if one 

HPV test was used in a group with a higher ratio of ASC-US:LSIL or in groups with different cofactors 

for HPV persistence and progression. Accordingly, it is difficult to compare test performances. The 

disparity in performance at 6 months vs. 3 years for Proofer vs. others could represent the test, the 

women or both. For example, it is clear that all CIN2 lesions are not created equal and a high 

percentage may regress spontaneously.  

As official tender determined all HPV testing in a region, this comment is not relevant. A paragraph to 

explain this has been added to the discussion, as discussed above.  

 

The Discussion makes comparative remarks about different HPV tests, without reassurances that the 

populations tested and laboratory performance for both HPV and cytology were similar across tests. 

While this conclusion is certainly plausible, especially based on data for three years of follow-up, 

rigorous proof is not provided.  

The study evaluated the performance of the screening in real life. Studies in the research setting can 

be more rigourous, but instead have problems in generalizability to the real-life setting. We hope our 

clarifications regarding the critical points of the type of study are helpful.  

 

The Discussion comment that repeat ASC-US/LSIL provides evidence of chronic HPV infection is 

disputable; there are women with repeat ASC-US secondary to factors unrelated to HPV (e.g. chronic 

unrecognized Candida, atrophic changes, etc.).  

We agree and have rephrased, on page 17:  

“this suggests that cytological abnormalities persisting at 6 months may be associated with a 

persistent HPV infection”  

 

The authors note that the detection of CIN2+ at 3 years was higher than reported previously among 

women with positive HPV tests or among women with ASC-US/LSIL cytology, but do not offer  

hypotheses to explain this difference  

The authors do not address the possibility that missing an HPV other than 16 or 18 might present less 

immediate risk of progression to cancer within a few years and might be associated with regression. 

While some of this discussion is theoretical, it may be viewed as germane because delay in diagnosis 

of CIN2 may not pose a health risk.  

The issue of age is not addressed in the paper. In particular, missed CIN2 may mean very little 

among the youngest women in this study whose immediate cancer risk is quite low.  

 

Our explanation is as follows: our study population has repeated ASC-US/LSIL and therefore is at 

higher risk for CIN as compared to a population which has ASC-US/LSIL detected only once.  

As HPV 16/18 typing was not part of the program, we cannot study this point in a compartative 

effectiveness study.  

 

As explained above, differences in age between testing groups were minor and not significant when 

comparing Proofer to HPV DNA tests.  

 

We elaborated these aspects in the 2nd paragraph in the discussion, on page 16.  

 

“Observed differences cannot be explained only by different age profiles of study populations, nor 

variations in the criteria used by different laboratories to diagnose ASC- US and LSIL [5], which is 

certainly relevant in international comparisons [6]. Our population consists of women with cytological 

abnormalities persisting at 6 months, which can be compatible with persistent HPV infection and are, 

per se, a strong indicator for CIN2+.”  
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Abstract: does not state ages of participants, although this is highly relevant to analysis; 2) precision 

measurements (e.g. 95% CI are not presented);  

 

We have now added confidence intervals. All women in Norway are captured through the registry, 

and the age span of the population is not critical to interpret the study. However, the exact details of 

age distribution are given in the Tables.  

 

the conclusion is vague and not readily interpretable. The main conclusion is that HPV negative 

women with ASC-US/LSIL cytology require follow-up and this somehow underscores the need for 

comparative effectiveness studies in cervical screening. This seems like a bit of non sequitar and the 

phrase more intensive management in the conclusion is undefined.  

 

According to the current recommendations, HPV negative ASC-US/LSIL are returned to 3 yearly 

screening. We show elevated risk among these women for CIN2+ and CIN3+ on long term, but not on 

short term, follow-up. This is an important contribution as it implies that a change of guidelines is 

necessary. We have rephrased the conclusion in the abstract.  

 

“While the long-term evaluation of new screening routines showed a good overall performance of 

triage-HPV DNA testing, the management of HPV-negative women with persistent ASC-US/LSIL was 

suboptimal. “  

 

Under "strengths and limitations": underlines is misspelled (no s).  

Changed as requested.  

 

Introduction: define server abnormalities.  

This is now defined on page 7:  

 

“severe abnormalities, such as atypical squamous cells, cannot rule out a high grade lesion (ASC-H), 

high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL), adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) and cervical cancer, 

that require immediate follow-up with colposcopy and biopsy.  

 

"ASCUS" is actually, "ASC-US", which is intended to distinguish the term from "ASC-H".  

Changed as requested.  

 

What is a "tissue smear"?  

We have changed to tissue sample.  

 

Page 10, 5 lines from bottom: the same calculation is referred to as a rate and as a proportion, 

although the term rate, which implies events per unit time, seems wrong.  

 

The term “test-positivity rate” ([true-positives plus false- positives]/total number of patients) was used 

by Arbyn[12] et al. in meta-analysis study on virologic versus cytologic triage of women with equivocal 

Pap smears. It is correct that test positivity rate is not measuring events per unit time, but this is the 

currently used nomenclature.  

Page 10, 4 lines from bottom: define HPV group.  

This was defined immediately above on page 11, 5 lines from top:  

 

“In total, 19,065 women were divided into three mutually exclusive HPV-groups based on the triage-

HPV method used: the Amplicor-group (n=4,715), HC2-group (9,162) and Proofer-group (5,188).”  

 

This reviewer cannot follow the explanation of the statistics on page 11.  
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We have elaborated on this part on page 12:  

 

“Event history analysis was applied based on the following assumption about censoring: the short-

term risk of CIN2+ occurrence during follow-up should remain the same for a given woman, 

regardless of any previous censoring, which ensures consistency of Kaplan-Meier estimates. This is 

known as independent censoring [4].”  

 

Table 1: provide ranges for ages, length of follow-up? Interquartile range?  

Interquartile range is added as requested , p values are given in text.  

On the page 13,  

“Patients with ASCUS/LSIL in Amplicor-group were slightly older, median age of 39 years compared 

to HC2- and Proofer-group where interquartile age range was 30-46 years, and median age 37 and 

38, respectively. When we compared the HPV DNA-group with the Proofer group, differences in 

median age were statistically not significant (P = 0.113). Median age of 42 years for Proofer-group in 

women with normal repeat cytology was slightly higher compared to 41 years in Amplicor- and HC2-

group, again, statistically not significant (P = 0.113) .”  

Regarding follow-up time, on page 13 we write:  

“The median follow-up time between screening and triage was six months for all groups studied. “  

The mean follow-up time is now in detail presented on the figures 3A, 3C, 3E, 3G, where we provide 

information on both non-invasive and invasive follow-up by time, with p-values in the text.  

 

In the Results, on page 12:  

“Figure 3A shows a rapid increase in the number of biopsies taken shortly after positive triage-HPV 

DNA or Proofer tests, reaching about 85% in both groups at 3 years. About 95% of triage-HPV-

positives, irrespective of method, had a follow-up cytology/HPV result in 3 years (P = 0.120) while 

64% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 88% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a follow-up cytology/HPV 

result (P < 0.000001); 12% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 19% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a 

biopsy (P < 0.00001) (Figure 3E).  

The proportion with biopsies was comparable between the two groups both for HPV-positive (P = 

0.779) and HPV-negative women (P = 0.581) (Figure 3C,G).” 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr. Mark Schiffman  
National Cancer Institute, NIH, DHHS 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Nov-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have a comment. The link between HPV and cervical cancer is 
universal, with only trivial regional differences. Primary prevention 
via prophylactic vaccination is relatively uniformly recommended in 
young adolescent girls. But for secondary prevention (screening), we 
are fragmenting regionally. This concerns me. It is difficult to draw 
lessons internationally because our recommended tests, intervals, 
and risk tolerances are so different. I view this as an applied 
research problem. We helped each other so well in the etiology era 
of HPV research; how can we best help each other as we translate 
to practice? In this context, I found the paper very interesting, but 
only partially applicable to our US questions. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

“….For me, the reason for combining inadequate Paps, ASC-US, and LSIL was not easily appreciated 

because each is quite distinct in the US setting.  We do not consider LSIL to be inconclusive; rather, 

we view it as cytologic evidence of HPV infection…” 

 

We apologize for the ambiguous use of the word “inconclusive”, which was meant to describe those 

women who, based on screening test, cannot be deemed as disease free or “requiring diagnostic 

work-out”. In this respect inadequate Paps, ASC-US, and LSIL were inconclusive. To avoid any 

confusion, we replaced the word “inconclusive” with “ASC-US, LSIL or unsatisfactory”. 

The rationale for combining ASC-US and LSIL is that  patients with these low-grade lesions have 

identical follow-up. We present a real-life comparative effectiveness analysis, and focus, therefore, on 

the groups who have the same management recommendations. We do however, appreciate the 

academic interest in presenting  LSIL and ASC-US separately, and that some countries may have 

separate guidelines for ASC-US and LSIL. Therefore, we presented the supplementary table with 

results separately for patients with ASC-US and LSIL diagnoses.  

 

“….What percentage of LSIL is HR HPV DNA positive, compared with ASC-US, and inadequate 

Paps? … If LSIL has high HPV positivity, why is HPV DNA testing used to triage?...” 

 

Among women with ASC-US repeat cytology 46.9%, 57.6% and 24.3% tested positive by Amplicor, 

HC2 and Proofer at triage, respectively. Among women with LSIL repeat cytology 68.9%, 86.7% and 

45.4% tested positive by Amplicor, HC2 and Proofer at triage, respectively. This information is now 

provided in the Supplementary table. We emphasize that this study was designed to test the outcome 

of the existing guidelines in the Norwegian cervical cancer screening program and that it is  clear that 

the HPV positivity rate in LSIL varies by HPV testing methodology.  

 

On page 20 we write:  

“However, residual risk for CIN2+ in repeat ASC-US/LSIL and triage-HPV-negatives was over 2%. 

Return of these women to the normal screening program is potentially unsafe which underlines the 

need for improved and more specific guidelines in Norway in management of women with ASC-US or 

LSIL repeat cytology .” 

 

“What other countries follow this same management strategy of using cytology and HPV cotesting at 
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around 6 months to triage inadequate/ASC-US/LSIL?  And, which countries use Amplicor and 

Proofer?  Proofer is an unusual assay, as shown by its singular performance in the Predictors 

studies.  More about the general impact of the study could be added to the paper; the more countries 

that follow the same approach, the more important the paper is”  

 

European guidelines recommend repeat cytology in triage of ASC-US and LSIL, and we assume that 

many countries comply [1]. We also assume also that many European countries perform HPV test at 

the time of repeat cytology. Many countries have not published the exact strategies used, but at least 

also in  Denmark Proofer is used and HPV test is done at time of the repeate cytolology triage [2]. 

This is now cited. 

 

On page 20 we write:  

“Our findings have several important implications not only for the NCCSP, but also for other countries 

in Europe which follow similar guidelines and use same HPV detections methods, albeit Proofer may 

mostly be used in Scandinavia [2 3].” 

 

The authors distinguish short from long follow-up time, and state that short-term endpoints are 

inadequate, but these terms are not defined (do they mean 6 months vs. 3 years?).  More precise 

terms used early on would have helped. 

 

On page 12 we specify this:  

“The Kaplan-Meier analysis was used for the cumulative incidence of CIN2+, CIN3+, first non-invasive 

and first invasive follow-up procedure, among HPV-positive and -negative women at 6 months as 

short-term follow-up and 3 years as long term follow-up.   ” 

 

In the significance sections, including the “key messages”, I was initially confused by the juxtaposition 

of high sensitivity for CIN2+ and excessive residual risk in women with ASC-US/LSIL who were triage-

HPV-negative.  This group was hard-to-understand until I had read the paper.  Even after finishing the 

paper, I was left somewhat unclear about the authors’ views on what Norway and similar regions 

should do moving forward.  Are they recommending continuing with cotesting at 6 months, with use of 

a sensitive HPV test?  Is HC2 sensitive enough, or is an assay even more sensitive like Amplicor 

considered necessary?  It seems that they are arguing against the use of Proofer, although this is not 

explicitly stated. 

 

 

We have elaborated on this in the discussion:  

 

On page 16:  

The long-term evaluation of new screening routines showed a good overall performance of triage-

HPV DNA testing. However, the management of HPV-negative women with persistent ASC-US/LSIL 

was suboptimal, as women with residual risk for CIN2+ above the recommended 2% were returned to 

regular screening. Residual risk was lowest with the HPV-DNA testing. …. 

 

On page 20:  

“Triage-HPV DNA had a high sensitivity for CIN2+ among women with ASC-US/LSIL repeat cytology. 

However, residual risk for CIN2+ in repeat ASC-US/LSIL and triage-HPV-negatives was over 2%. 

Return of these women to the normal screening program is potentially unsafe which underline the 

need for improved and more specific guidelines in Norway in management of women with ASC-US or 

LSIL repeat cytology .” 
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We have elaborated on this in the abstract:  

“While the long-term evaluation of new screening routines showed a good overall performance of 

triage-HPV DNA testing, the management of HPV-negative women with persistent ASC-US/LSIL was 

suboptimal.” 

Introduction.  I am not convinced that HPV testing offers simpler screening schemes, when 

longitudinal combinations are considered. 

 

We rephrased this sentence on page 7: 

“HPV testing represents a new technology that can offer more effective screening schemes.” 

 

Methods. From my US perspective, it was confusing to combine unsatisfactory repeat smears with 

negative.  

We underline that this study was designed to test the outcome of the existing guidelines in the 

Norwegian cervical cancer screening program, where unsatisfactory and normal smears have similar 

follow-up. This is a US/European difference and we did not elaborate on this further. 

 

On page 11, I did not understand the assumption about risk of CIN2+ staying the same regardless of 

previous censoring. 

We elaborated this sentence further in the Method section, on page 12:  

Event history analysis was applied based on the following assumption about censoring: the short-term 

risk of CIN2+ occurrence during follow-up should remain the same for a given woman, regardless of 

any previous censoring, which ensures consistency of Kaplan-Meier estimates and is known as 

independent censoring in the literature on survival analysis[4]. 

 

Results. In Table 1, p values might have helped to back up conclusions.  For example, median follow-

up did appear to vary by repeat cytology. 

We agree with the reviewer that information regarding comparability of the HPV- groups will back up 

conclusions. We added p-values  for age in the text, and included interquartile age range in the table.  

On page 13: 

Patients with ASC-US/LSIL in the Amplicor-group were slightly older, median age of 39 years 

compared to HC2- and Proofer-group where interquartile age range was 30-46 years, and median 

age 37 years and 38 years, respectively. When we compared the HPV DNA-group with the Proofer 

group, difference in age distribution was not statistically significant (P = 0.665). Median age of 42 

years for Proofer-group in women with normal repeat cytology was slightly higher compared to 41 

years in Amplicor- and HC2-group. 

 

Regarding follow-up time, we write on the page 13: 

“The median follow-up time between screening and triage was six months for all groups studied. “ 

 

The mean follow-up time is now in detail presented on the figures 3A, 3C, 3E, 3G, where we provide 

information on both non-invasive and invasive follow-up by time, with p-values in the text.  

 

In the Results, on page 12:  

“Figure 3A shows a rapid increase in the number of biopsies taken shortly after positive triage-HPV 

DNA or Proofer tests, reaching about 85% in both groups at 3 years. About 95% of triage-HPV-

positives, irrespective of method, had a follow-up cytology/HPV result in 3 years (P = 0.120) while 
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64% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 88% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a follow-up cytology/HPV 

result (P < 0.000001); 12% of triage-HPV DNA-negatives and 19% of triage-Proofer-negatives had a 

biopsy (P < 0.00001) (Figure 3E). 

The proportion with biopsies was comparable between the two groups both for HPV-positive (P = 

0.779) and HPV-negative women (P = 0.581) (Figure 3C,G).” 

 

On page 13, why is there a switch to 2-year risk, in a single place? 

Two years follow-up was chosen because for this very specific group of women with ASC-US/LSIL 

repeat cytology, negative triage-HPV and follow-up cytology/HPV within 2.5 years, follow-up time 

started at the time point when the follow-up cytology/HPV was taken. In this supplementary analysis 

three years follow-up would collide with the recommended next screening round and would bias this 

estimate.  

 

A sensitivity analysis restricted to CIN3+ is mentioned, but could more details be given?  I imagine 

that supporters of the use of Proofer might state that missing risk of CIN2 is not grave, and that many 

CIN2 lesions are regressive, particularly those found negative by Proofer. 

 

In the Results, on page 14 we write:  

 

“The triage- HPV detection rate for each HPV method remained largely unchanged when CIN3+ was 

used as end-point, and the 3-year risk of CIN3+ after negative triage-Amplicor, HC2 and Proofer was 

1.2%, 3% and 4.4%, respectively. “ 

 

In the discussion, on the page 18 we write:  

 

“One can argue that CIN3+ as end-point should be preferred for CIN2+ as higher CIN2+ rates may 

reflect mostly self-limiting lesions. We observed lower 3-years risk for CIN3+ as compared to CIN2+ in 

HPV-negative ASC-US/LSIL for all HPV methods but the difference between Amplicor and Proofer 

remained, which would suggest inferior performance of Proofer also with CIN3+. ” 

 

Could the high risk of CIN2+ among women with repeat ASC-US/LSIL and positive HPV reflect 

anything about the way cytology is read in Norway?  Is cytology specific rather than sensitive 

compared with other regions, meaning that repeat cytologic abnormality is indicative of substantial 

persistent abnormality? 

It is formally documented that there does exist US/Europe differences in this regard (we are citing a 

reference on this, reference 27 by Scott DR, Hagmar B, Maddox P, Hjerpe A, Dillner J, Cuzick J, 

Sherman ME, Stoler MH, Kurman RJ, Kiviat NB, Manos MM, Schiffman M: Use of human 

papillomavirus DNA testing to compare equivocal cervical cytologic interpretations in the United 

States, Scandinavia, and the United Kingdom. Cancer 2002, 96:14-20.)). 

 

In the Discussion, on page 17:  

 

“Observed differences cannot be explained only by different age profiles of study populations, nor 

variations in the criteria used by different laboratories to diagnose ASC- US and LSIL [5], which is 

certainly relevant in international comparisons [6]. Our population consists of women with cytological 

abnormalities persisting at 6 months, which can be compatible with persistent HPV infection and are, 

per se, a strong indicator for CIN2+.” 

 

Management guidelines can grow very complex as we have seen in the US?  What are the authors 

recommending, if they are suggesting that risk is too high in some cases to return women to routine 

screening? 

We have rephrased the conclusion in the abstract and in the discussion as shown above.  
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